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Magdalene orders’ requests for public financial support were once a mundane part of 
Irish life. Raidió Éireann’s listeners, tuning in on Halloween evening, 1970,2 would 
have heard Fr Phillip O’Driscoll’s appeal for donations to Donnybrook Magdalene 
Laundry (DML), in a five-minute slot between the Angelus and Sports Time.3 That 
ordinariness was mirrored in the law. Focusing on charitable bequests, this chapter 
uses DML to explore the concepts of charity central to the laundries’ operation. The 
first section explores how bequests both normalized and funded abuses in DML in the 
period 1922–72.4 The second examines how concepts of charity operating during this 
period are inherited in contemporary efforts at ‘redress’ and ‘restorative justice’. The 
chapter closes by showing how religious charity’s uses are revealed and refracted in the 
controversy over Ireland’s new National Maternity Hospital.

Past: Charity against abuse

DML, like other Magdalene Laundries and religious institutions, solicited and obtained 
bequests from Irish benefactors throughout the twentieth century. As discussed 
elsewhere in this collection,5 DML’s archives are not ordinarily open to researchers. 
This makes it difficult to analyse individual motivations for leaving money to the 
laundry, or to understand how bequests were treated once received. However, 
newspaper notices of these bequests give a sense of those leaving larger amounts. Some 
were priests. Most were lay people. They were generally men of the merchant, 
professional and landlord classes, their widows and their surviving daughters, who 
prospered as Ireland settled into independence. Some were strong farmers. Many lived 
in wealthier Dublin suburbs such as Rathgar, Dún Laoghaire, Terenure, Ballsbridge 
and Donnybrook itself. They include well-known Dubliners such as nationalist 
politician and industrialist Sir Joseph Downes,6 publican Davy Byrne,7 banker Thomas 
Patrick Morrissey,8 Senator George Nesbitt9 and his wife Enid10 and Kate Ellen 
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Malone,11 widow of the brewer and distiller Laurence Malone. Testators tended to leave 
several charitable bequests to several religious institutions, rather than a single large 
donation. In 1924, for example, one John Dowling left his money to over thirty religious 
organizations.12 Some left money to more than one Magdalene or rescue institution. 
Generally, bequests were in cash, but other gifts were possible. William James Devereux, 
a retired merchant from Wexford, bequeathed the Mother Superioress at Donnybrook 
£200 worth of ‘guaranteed stock’ in the Great Southern and Western Railway Company 
of Ireland.13 The Dublin grocer Philip Joseph Doyle directed that his properties at 
73–77 Church Street should be sold and the proceeds divided equally between a 
number of religious organizations, including DML.14 Most testators included a gift in 
exchange for Masses for the repose of their souls, and some included gifts to their 
parishes of origin.15

In leaving money to DML, some testators may have been honouring care 
obligations.16 For instance, some widows who left such bequests had themselves lived 
in old age in the fee-paying institutions of the Religious Sisters of Charity (RSC), 
including St Monica’s Widows’ Home, Belvedere Place and St Mary’s Home on Merrion 
Road.17 Others may have had relatives who were RSC sisters. For example, in 1934, the 
Wexford stockbroker James John Keating18 left £1,000 to DML ‘for the charitable 
purposes of the convent as the superioress shall think fit’. He separately left £500 to the 
superioress of the Donnybrook convent at Floraville Road, where his sister, Ellen Mary, 
was a nun. Most people, however, left money for the laundry’s charitable purposes.

Charitable bequests featured in discourses normalizing women’s confinement in the 
Magdalene Laundries and legitimating their punishment. Although couched in the 
language of benevolence, charity rarely takes the form of pure gift.19 Mary Douglas 
cautions that: ‘[t]here are no free gifts: gift cycles engage persons in permanent 
commitments that articulate the dominant institutions’.20 Critical scholars emphasize that 
giving charitably is an opportunity21 to cultivate compassion, good judgement and 
generosity, in the selection of favoured causes.22 As Nancy Goldfarb puts it, charity is a 
means both to assuage one’s guilt and ‘purchase a delicious self-approval’.23 It is also an 
exercise of power; it affirms one’s status as one of those able to give; a member of a 
charitable elite.24 John H. Hanson explains the status compensations of charitable donation:

Charity is enacted through scripted activities, rituals, and social signals that co-opt 
class conflicts by the seeming surrender of resources. Gift giving, while overtly an 
act of voluntary loss, occurs within a covert framework of cultural compensation 
in which recognition, status affirmation, and other emoluments offset or negate 
that loss.25

These motivations are especially powerful in the context of bequests, when testators 
think about the legacy they would like to leave after their deaths. A bequest carries an 
element of generativity; ‘a desire to invest one’s substance in forms that outlive the 
self ’.26 Bequests can ensure the continuity of important institutions, and communicate 
moral lessons to those left behind.27 Intentions to mobilize these ambitions are apparent 
in the fundraising materials employed by the RSC and their advocates to provoke the 
consciences of wealthy readers: encouraging potential benefactors to imagine 
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themselves as agents of rescue.28 They use hierarchical language, reinforcing moral and 
class divisions between benefactors and their imagined women beneficiaries.29 In a 
Christmas newspaper appeal in 1916, the Donnybrook RSC wrote that:

Those who help in the salvation of souls will, undoubtedly get a rich reward from 
Him, Who, in the great accounting day will use these consoling words. ‘Amen I say 
to you, Whatsoever who did to the least of My brethren, you did it unto Me.’30

In a 1932 charity sermon, a Fr Harnett told listeners that ‘the charitable public 
should show their love for Jesus by helping these poor lowly ones back to His 
feet’.31Charity was understood as a tool of social reform; given subject to conditions 
related to character, deservingness and accountability. Because charity, by definition, is 
exceptional giving to those in need, charitable organizations like DML produced and 
reproduced theories of the origins of that need, whether of individual failing or social 
injustice. References here to the ‘least’ and the ‘lowly ones’ distinguish the ‘fallen’ women 
and girls in DML from their morally upstanding benefactors.

Many testators will have understood that the laundry’s work would cease without 
their donations. In 1938, in a charity sermon on behalf of DML, Fr Simon Hayes told 
his audience that:

The main support of the institution was from the laundry work of the inmates but 
it was wholly inadequate and there were moments of gloom and almost despair in 
the lives of those who controlled the destinies of the refuge at the heartrending 
thoughts that after all their sacrifice they would have worked in vain. Worse still, 
that owing to the lack of material resources they might have to refuse some poor 
penitent whose only hope of salvation lay in such a home of innocence, and to 
whom the only other awful and appalling alternative was the certainty of perishing 
in sin in former haunts of shame.32

This theme of institutional poverty as an obstacle to essential welfare work echoes 
across appeals for donations. In October 1947, Fr Colman O’Driscoll told radio 
listeners that:

[D]espite the spiritual importance of the social work done by the nuns in charge of the 
home, they received no assistance from the State and were dependent on the donations 
and legacies of the charitable and the small income derived from the laundry work. 
The home, however, even with the charity of the faithful and the industry of the 
penitents was under a heavy debt owing to the high cost of living.33

One radio appeal informed listeners that improvements to the Donnybrook 
complex had strained the nuns’ financial resources: ‘The nuns had no grants and 
depended for their income on work done by the sisters and the girls and on voluntary 
donations. It was no easy task to provide for over 100 people.’34 These claims reinforced 
the sense of the sisters’ goodness and their honour and stature as charitable workers,35 
while allowing testators to establish themselves as key patrons of their essential work.
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Some testators will have received their sense of purpose from advertisements and 
sermons. Others who gave to DML likely had intimate knowledge of its work and of the 
kinds of women affected. Here are three Dubliners who left money to DML. Con 
Kennedy was the owner of Kennedy’s (later Kiely’s) pub, a minute’s walk from the 
laundry.36 From 1899, he served as an elected Poor Law Guardian of the South Dublin 
Union at Pembroke West. He was also a councillor on Pembroke District Council. The 
barrister Lawrence William Raymond Murphy37 was Registrar of the High Court for 
twenty-five years, only retiring shortly before his death, aged 72. He was a prominent 
member of the Society of St Vincent de Paul.38 His obituary noted that he made seventy-
five pilgrimages to Lough Derg and fifty-eight to Croagh Patrick.39 Genevieve McDermott 
was an unmarried member of the Third Order of St Francis, attached to the Capuchin 
Friary on Church Street where members also included Frank Duff (founder of the 
Legion of Mary) and Matt Talbot (who is now a candidate for canonization).40 These 
people were active in organizations having responsibility for the poor, and in Dublin 
Catholic charities. All would have had a clear sense of how DML would use their money.

Past: Gift economies?

Although the charitable bequest is formally a kind of gift, it is simultaneously rooted in 
a transaction. In medieval Catholic teaching, it was understood that a testator who did 
not fund ‘works of great mercy’ on his death placed his salvation at risk.41 This teaching 
remains at the root of charity law: one origin of the cy-près doctrine lies in the power 
of the Church authorities, and later the King, to correct a failed bequest, so that the 
testator’s wealth would go to some suitable cause and his eternal reward would be 
assured.42 This idea was still at work in twentieth-century Dublin. A 1928 advertisement 
in the Irish Times promised that: ‘These Souls, so dear to Christ, pray DAILY for their 
BENEFACTORS AND FRIENDS.’43 At a 1922 charity sermon for DML, Fr Malachy 
Cranfield assured the congregation that:

By giving generously in aid of this most deserving charity they would be earning 
for themselves that reward which was promised to those who helped in such good 
works.44

As Olivia Frehill has written, faithful Catholics living in Ireland at the time would 
have understood that giving to the poor in exchange for prayer was an investment in 
their own salvation. Indeed, the prayers of the poor purchased through charity were 
especially valuable, since the poor were closer to God.45 Without this religious 
underpinning, the transaction made little sense. Testators made charitable gifts to 
DML. Women working in the laundry could not reciprocate their benefactors’ ‘gift’ in 
ordinary financial terms. Within the ‘divine economy’, however, gift-giving produced 
symbolic capital for the benefactor; capital rooted in concepts of faith, gratitude and 
women’s sinfulness and redemption.46 The law on charitable giving, in turn, enabled 
religious congregations to convert religious belief and associated symbolic capital into 
material resources.
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Charity inevitably involves something of the secular as well as the supernatural.47 
Bequests were a redistribution of community wealth. The MP Jeremiah McVeagh once 
said of Joseph Downes, who left a generous bequest to DML, that:

he posed as a philanthropist and from time to time gave generous subscriptions to 
charitable institutions; but . . . he should henceforth credit his subscriptions to his 
unfortunate tenants.48

Through the bequests of wealthy citizens, the income of Dublin’s lower-middle and 
working classes – the very classes regulated by institutions like DML – became part of 
its funding engine. Joseph Downes’ tenants and those who bought his Butterkrust 
bread, those who drank pints at Davy Byrne’s or Con Kennedy’s pubs, those who kept 
accounts with the National Bank, indirectly funded the Magdalene institutions who 
benefited from the wills of these wealthy men.49 That said, although their customers 
participated indirectly in the Magdalene economy, it was wealthy testators who directed 
this share of the city’s wealth towards DML. The bequest was much more than an 
intimate spiritual transaction. It also demonstrated political commitment to the place 
of charity in the wider economic order. The benefits of charity can be bought cheaply; 
only token-giving is required.50 As Maria Brenton wrote, charities enabled the ‘control 
and patronage of the poor by the wealthy classes, for whom any more radical changes 
in the distribution of wealth would have been unthinkable’.51 At the same time, those 
who might give enough to direct the flow of charity might ‘multiply their influence, 
guide the destiny of others, and co-opt redistribution’.52

In the early decades of the State, papal encyclicals and the Irish Catholic hierarchy 
encouraged subsidiarity in welfare policy, with serious consequences for the poor.53 
Whereas socialists aim to change the hegemonic social structures which have made 
charity seem necessary, charity itself preserves those structures by making them bearable, 
or survivable for those who suffer most under capitalism. Charity establishes, reinscribes 
and naturalizes a hierarchical relationship between rich and poor. Hanson writes:

It sanctifies inequality by providing the ritual space in which ceremonial loss can 
take place without redistribution, allowing affluent chieftains, circumscribed with 
tribute gifts and alliances, to seemingly surrender wealth without the fear of direct 
expropriation, noblesse oblige preserving loss of face and loss of wealth.54

There is also a clear sense in which, throughout the early life of the Irish state, 
private charity was a preferred mode of governing stigmatized people.55 Each bequest 
and each donation to DML depended on the understanding that the women held in 
the Laundries would otherwise be destitute or put in danger, but that, at the same time, 
they deserved, not income or economic independence, but privately funded and 
inexpensive reformation. Reformation did not always mean a return to society. Claire 
McGettrick has shown that many women remained in DML for decades, ultimately 
dying there.56

By and large, Irish charity law supported this mode of governing the poor within 
institutions such as DML. Charity law is ‘power-conferring’; its purpose is to harness 
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individual autonomy and wealth towards preferred public and collective ends.57 
Charity law begins in the thirteenth century as the law of gifts given for ‘pious causes’.58 
Pious causes honoured God and the Church.59 As well as gifts funding acts of worship, 
they included gifts to organizations working with the poor and destitute.60 In Britain 
and Ireland following the Reformation in the sixteenth century, as the state began to 
assume more responsibility for welfare, legally supported charity became secularized, 
and greater emphasis was placed on charity as a means of alleviating poverty.61 This is 
reflected in the Statute of Uses, 1601, which encouraged private contributions to 
purposes believed to be of general benefit to society.62 Charity law in twentieth-century 
Ireland was not concerned with how the subjects of charity experienced the activities 
funded by their ‘benefactors’. Under Irish law, in the past as today, advancement of 
religion is recognized as a charitable purpose,63 and a gift for the benefit of a religious 
organization is presumed to be for the public benefit.64 This legal association of 
religious purposes and public benefit is deeply political. In Ireland it has a distinctive 
nationalist history. The right to channel money to religious orders was bound up with 
anti-Catholic laws in force before Ireland gained independence.65 The Free State and its 
judiciary worked to ensure that the last remainders of these restraints were removed 
from Irish law.66

Magdalene Laundries were rarely the subject of litigation under charity (or any 
other) law in the twentieth century. The few cases where bequests to Magdalene 
Laundries generated controversy concerned, not the legitimacy of funding a Magdalene 
institution per se, but questions around whether the testator’s intention had been 
properly respected.67 For instance, in a 1942 unreported High Court case, Mr Justice 
Gavan Duffy had to decide whether a solicitor’s bequest ‘for the Magdalen Asylum, 
Dublin’ should go to Donnybrook or Gloucester Street, eventually determining that it 
should be split between them.68 That Magdalene Laundries were brutal places did not 
affect the legality of transfers of property to their congregations. Where the law on 
donations to religious charities associated gender with vulnerability, it tended to focus 
on wealthy donors’ autonomy and decision-making, rather than on how the power 
generated by their money would be applied to female ‘beneficiaries’.69 This inattention 
to the lived impact of charitable redistribution of wealth was reflected elsewhere in the 
law. In particular, the law on inspection of factories distinguished sharply between the 
state power to determine working conditions70 and the religious orders’ moral and 
charitable jurisdiction over living conditions.71 Similarly, in Good Shepherd Nuns v. 
Commissioner of Valuation,72 the High Court confirmed the state’s power to charge 
rates on property used for a Magdalene laundry’s profit-making73 activities,74 but did 
not interrogate how this profit derived from unpaid labour.75

Before and after independence, Irish charity law supported flows of income to 
laundries like DML not only by permitting bequests without any substantive regard to 
the activities they would fund, but also by enabling laundries to receive them tax free, 
and by exempting them from the requirement to pay women who were confined to 
Magdalene Laundries for their work.76 The Finance Act, 1921, exempted charities from 
income tax on the profits of trade ‘if the work in connection with the trade is mainly 
carried on by the beneficiaries of the charity and the profits are applied solely to the 
purposes of the charity’.77 Paid non-resident employees of a charity were not considered 
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‘beneficiaries’ but women confined to a Magdalene laundry were.78 The Donnybrook 
laundry was first formally recognized for this purpose in 1921.79 Here the law on 
income tax reinforced the exploitation of unpaid labour.

Present: Echoes of charity in responses to ‘historical’ abuse

Charity remains essential to our understanding of the wealth still held by the RSC in 
Ireland today and their entitlement to retain it. Bequests and small donations were not 
the only income generated by the DML’s ‘charitable’ work, or by the RSC’s wider 
activities. The RSC were generally free to invest funds raised, particularly in property, 
amassing significant wealth over time.80 Today, much of their money is held in 
charitable trusts. Apart from direct income, the congregation’s involvement in charity 
afforded them significant social capital that could later be put to work for other 
purposes. Today, although DML is closed, the RSC retain roles as providers of health 
and ‘welfare’ services and the congregation retains its charitable status. Its portfolio of 
charitable work includes, not only activities connected to survivors of abusive religious-
run institutions in Ireland, but projects relating to sex work (Ruhama), immigration 
(Immigrant Council of Ireland), healthcare (St Vincent’s University Hospital) and 
homelessness (Focus Ireland).81 These echo the congregation’s participation in older 
‘destitution economies’82 and allows it to retain outsize influence over matters of social 
policy.

To some extent, the state now recognizes that laundries like DML were sites of 
human rights abuse. However, the notion that the RSC were, and are, engaged in 
charitable work dramatically curtails responsibility – theirs and the state’s – to survivors 
of that abuse. The sense that religious-owned property is the fruit of charitable 
endeavour may immunize it from demands for redistribution via state-administered 
redress.83 There are traces of this in the Report of the Inter-Departmental Committee to 
Establish the Facts of State Involvement with the Magdalen Laundries (IDC Report, 
2013). For example, the Report constructs the income from women’s unpaid laundry 
work as an essential support to the Magdalen Laundries’ operations when charitable 
funding waned.84 In correspondence with the IDC Inquiry on behalf of the Sisters of 
Mercy, a representative of the financial services firm L&P Cantor Fitzgerald notes that 
the orders’ accounts did not impose charges for the ‘services provided by [religious 
sisters] in the management and operation of the Home and Laundry and the use of its 
premises’.85 The implication here is that it would be unjust to expect the congregation 
to part with assets derived from voluntary and charitable labour. The congregations are 
still positioned, not only as altruists, but as authoritative, prudent managers of collective 
wealth, entitled to prioritize other projects over survivors’ claims. The state’s continuing 
dependence on private charity and individual reform in addressing deprivation means 
that it can be difficult to unsettle that hierarchy. In recent years, some congregations 
have also argued that there is a tension between contributing to compensation schemes 
for victims of institutional abuse and pursuing their contemporary charitable mission.86 
In 2013, the then Minister for Justice, Alan Shatter, said that he could not strip orders 
formerly involved in running Magdalene Laundries of their charitable status to punish 
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their refusal to contribute to redress funds because they were still involved in charitable 
work. In practical terms, charitable work today insulates the orders from responsibility 
for the harms of charity yesterday.87

Charity also continues to shape state understanding of survivors as legal subjects; 
they remain, to some extent, objects for generosity rather than rights-bearing subjects 
entitled to full reparations.88 The state’s redress schemes do not alter that position. 
Funds are administered on an ex gratia basis.89 Stephen Winters argues that ex gratia 
payments and charity have much in common. Like charity, an ex gratia scheme does 
not recognize any right of relief; whether a right to compensation for a specific wrong, 
or a more general right as a citizen to healthcare, housing or social support.90 Like 
charity, the Irish ex gratia redress scheme for women formerly held in Magdalene 
Laundries did not acknowledge liability for harms suffered in the laundry. It did not 
acknowledge that these women were entitled as citizens to financial supports other 
than the private provision they had received from the RSC via their benefactors and 
funders. Ex gratia schemes keep applicants in a subordinate position both to the state 
and to the religious orders.91 Women were required to waive any right of action against 
the state or any other public or statutory body, as a condition of participation in the 
scheme. In determining how much money each applicant deserved, the state relied on 
the religious orders’ records, even where those were contradicted by women’s oral 
testimony or witness evidence. Many applicants to the scheme were living in the 
poverty and deprivation which commonly followed time in a laundry. Some were still 
living in institutions run by the orders. For these women in particular, the 
marginalization and exclusion that legitimated their abuse in the first place now 
determined how that abuse could be redressed.92 There is, perhaps, a hint of testators 
past in shaping the purposes of the redress scheme. The Ombudsman described it as an 
effort ‘to reflect the shame of the nation’.93 Unlike charitable bequests, ex gratia redress 
does not promise a place in heaven, but it may promise the relief of quick release from 
our obligations to those once held in places like Donnybrook.

Politicizing charity

The state’s approach to redress repeats aspects of an older politics of charity in three 
ways. It leaves the RSC’s essential ‘ownership’ of long-held wealth unquestioned. It 
excuses (even if it can no longer normalize) the harms women suffered under the guise 
of charity. It reinscribes unequal social relationships between religious congregations 
and the women confined in their institutions, privileging private respectability over the 
public good. However, recent struggles over the RSC’s properties in Dublin city, 
including in Donnybrook,94 suggest the emergence of new, and potentially 
transformative, Irish politics of reparation, underpinned by a different account of 
charity. The best known is the ongoing dispute over the new state-funded National 
Maternity Hospital (NMH), planned for a site near the RSC’s existing St Vincent’s 
University Hospital complex at Elm Park.95

Following merger negotiations, the NMH96 will become part of St Vincent’s 
Healthcare Group (SVHG), currently owned by the RSC. The RSC’s holdings in 
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SVHG were valued at €661 million in October 2018. They also own the land on which 
the new hospital is proposed to be built. In May 2017 and October 2018, reproductive 
rights activists and campaigners for survivors of institutional abuse97 organized a mass 
petition and protest against this deal, which they characterized as ‘gifting’ a state-
funded hospital to the RSC.98 They objected to the deal because the RSC had refused 
to contribute to a redress fund for women who had been in institutions like DML, and 
because they had not met their redress obligations to survivors of abuse in their 
industrial schools. Campaigners argued that the RSC’s autonomy in dealing with their 
property was constrained by their duty to atone for their past actions. They should not 
benefit financially from a new hospital because they had not made adequate reparation 
for the harm done in places like DML.99

The RSC eventually responded by removing its members from all formal 
involvement in governing St Vincent’s and promising to ‘gift’ both the hospital land and 
the RSC’s shareholdings in SVHG to the Irish people.100 The government welcomed 
this decision as ‘historic’.101 However, the ‘gifts’ were never made. Instead, the shares and 
the land were transferred to a new charity, St Vincent’s Holdings. The taxpayer will pay 
the NMH’s running costs, in perpetuity. The state did not attempt to purchase the 
hospital land compulsorily, agreeing to enter into a long-term lease instead.102 This 
would be nothing new; Irish governments have often gifted assets to voluntary hospitals 
run by private boards, and private owners have been permitted to profit from those 
assets. Speaking on a private members’ motion on the National Maternity Hospital in 
2018, Deputy Róisín Shortall reminded Dáil Éireann that:

When the sisters built St. Vincent’s University Hospital at Elm Park, they did so 
with public money. Not only did they use public money for it, they negotiated a 
deal whereby the State would have no involvement in the control and management 
of the hospital, despite the more than £5 million the order received between 1934 
and 1969 when Elm Park opened. There was also another proviso, that if the sisters 
sold their old hospital at St. Stephen’s Green, the proceeds would be given to the 
State via the hospital trust fund. Predictably, that never happened. The sisters sold 
the old hospital, but the proceeds were never handed over.103

The RSC subsequently used the state-funded St Vincent’s building to secure loans 
to fund construction of a private hospital. The hospital rents land from the RSC, and 
this is an important source of income for the congregation, totalling millions of euro.104 
Feminist campaigners still reject the NMH deal, demanding that a publicly funded 
hospital should be publicly owned.

Since the 2017 protests, Ireland has partially legalized abortion. More recent 
campaigning has centred on concerns that a new NMH, forming part of the SVHG, 
will not be free to perform medical procedures, including abortion, which are contrary 
to the RSC ethos. In many ways, this emphasis on abortion is a continuation of the 
earlier argument about redress; both abortion restrictions and Magdalene Laundries 
symbolize religious control of women’s reproductive and sexual lives.105 The argument 
about property and reparation was now overlaid with a more explicit argument about 
institutional power in the present. St Vincent’s University Hospital has required its 
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employees to practice in accordance with an ethical code that prohibits abortion,106 
and there is concern that this arrangement may extend to the new NMH. Campaigners 
insist that the governance arrangements for the NMH are ambiguous on religious 
ethos.107 Advocates for the transfer of the NMH to St Vincent’s insist that the NMH 
will preserve its ‘clinical independence’, ensuring that abortions can be provided there 
in accordance with Irish law. Here, they point to the ‘triple lock’ within the draft ‘legal 
framework’ proposed to govern the hospital.108 This consists of: (i) the constitutions of 
the St Vincent’s charities which have been drafted to avoid direct reference to Catholic 
medical ethics, (ii) the new NMH constitution and the ‘reserved powers’ it confers on 
the Minister for Health and (iii) the hospital’s agreement with the Irish health service 
(the HSE).109 We do not know how useful these documents will be to individual 
abortion-seeking patients. Neither do we know whether the state can compel a Catholic 
hospital to provide healthcare incompatible with its ethos.110 Key St Vincent’s directors, 
though lay people, were appointed because of their commitment to continuing the 
congregation’s religious mission.111 Opaque references to that mission persist in the 
constitutions of St Vincent’s charities. Campaigners are also adamant that the Vatican 
would not have permitted the RSC to transfer their shares, and associated governance 
powers,112 if it meant abortions were going to be permitted in the new NMH.113 At best, 
in cases where the law allows for exercise of medical discretion in the provision of 
abortion services, there is a real risk that they will not be provided at the new NMH.

Prominent public advocates for the deal included Nicholas Kearns (former 
President of the High Court and former Chairman of the NMH), Rhona Mahony (first 
woman Master of the NMH) and James Menton (businessman, Chair and Director of 
SVHG). They present the deal as an instrument of transition, from a religious past to 
a secular, charitable and commercial present. To campaigners, however, the deal is 
more akin to a bequest; intended to secure the RSC’s legacy now they no longer govern 
the hospital. In ensuring that legacy, in this dispute as elsewhere, charity is used to 
distract from the RSC’s accountability for past harm.

Conclusion

Many of those defending the proposed arrangements for the NMH respond by 
insisting again that the RSC’s history of charitable endeavour should shield them from 
critique, just as it preserved them from obligations to pay redress.114 For example, 
confirming that the RSC would profit from the hospital deal through the sale of land, 
James Menton said the profit was ‘a very modest amount when you think of the number 
of religious sisters who worked without remuneration’.115 Equally striking, however, is 
the continuing claim to collectively generated wealth. Exploring the history of 
individual bequests as it appeared in the public archive of DML allowed us to 
foreground old relationships between wealth, law, charity and gender. This inquiry 
unsettles charity as a static legal form, showing it instead as part of a web of ongoing 
secular and religious relations, redistributing and determining the inheritance of the 
privately controlled wealth of Dublin city and its hinterland. Thinking of the NMH 
dispute through the lens of bequest draws us back to those same issues. The campaign 
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for public ownership of the NMH asks questions about the role of a new generation of 
wealthy and influential Dubliners in buttressing dwindling religious institutional 
power, enabling the RSC’s gradual transformation into a plainly commercial, if 
charitable, entity116 and protecting it against demands to divest itself of publicly 
generated assets. Part of the RSC’s legacy in Dublin is its insistence that the state must 
compromise with religious interests, rather than disentangle itself from old charitable 
expectations.117

Charity is sometimes presented as a form of struggle against exploitative capitalism. 
Indeed, within Catholic social teaching, charity can be a dual concept; a loving 
relationship with God performed in a loving relationship with others.118 Antonio Negri 
writes that charity can be ‘a praxis that, in the communion of goods and wealth, 
struggles for the appropriation of the common and against the expropriation of work 
and production’.119 Some liberation theologians120 argue that whatever is given in 
charity to exploited people was already their property – challenging the exclusive 
entitlement of those who control available wealth to determine how it should be used. 
In Ireland, disputes around the NMH may disrupt established legacies of charity, 
interrogating the RSC’s entangled capitalist and religious roles in Irish society, exposing 
class hierarchy behind the language of charity.
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